A state transition-based method for quantifying EEG sleep fragmentation.
Sleep fragmentation is the predominant factor causing excessive daytime sleepiness in diseases such as sleep apnea and periodic leg movement syndrome. The reference standard for quantifying sleep fragmentation is the arousal index (ArI), which is defined as the average number of arousals per hour of sleep. Arousal scoring is tedious and subjective resulting in considerable inter- and intra-rater variability. Moreover, ArI is only weakly correlated with other indicators of sleep fragmentation such as the total sleep time (TST) and the sleep efficiency (SE). This introduces consistency problems, making the ArI difficult to interpret in practice. In this article, we address these issues by proposing a novel measure of sleep fragmentation termed the weighted-transition sleep fragmentation index (chi). This new measure is derived by capturing the different sleep states transitions and assigning weights to them. A significant correlation was found between chi and all other indices of sleep fragmentation (r = 0.72, sigma = 0.0001, r = -0.59, sigma = 0.001, r = -0.72, sigma = 0.0001, respectively, for ArI, TST and SE. These results suggest that chi is an accurate and useful tool for clinical practice.